[The results of Russian multicenter open-label observational study of the efficacy and safety of мelaxen (melatonin) for the treatment of disordered sleep in patients with chronic cerebral ischemia].
The results of the multicenter open-label observational study of the efficacy and safety of the Melaxen (melatonin) for the treatment of disordered sleep in patients with chronic cerebral ischemia are presented. 2062 patients were studied with the use of subjective psychometric scales: subjective sleep characteristics scale, sleep apnea screening questionnaire, Epworth sleepiness scale, hospital anxiety and depression scale. Mean age of patients was 55.7±9.0 years, there were 74.1% females and 25.9% males. Melaxen was given in dosage of 3 mg. before sleep for 24 days. The use of Melaxen leads to the increase of subjective sleep quality by the subjective sleep characteristics scale from 19.7±3.1 points to и 22.7±3.4 points on day 14 and 22.7±3.4 on day 24 (differences are significant at p<0.0001). There was the decrease of the relative number of patients with frequent night awakenings, prolonged sleep latency, short night sleep, poor quality of morning awakening and multiple bothering dreams. Authors conclude that the use of Melaxen in dosage of 3 mg before sleep is effective and safe insomnia treatment in patients with chronic cerebral ischemia.